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Abstract — In this paper we study how to effectively integrate digital campus resources through a heterogeneous data integration algorithm. A framework of heterogeneous data integration based on working process design is proposed. In the proposed framework, in order to integrate different data resources, we call on the corresponding local Web service query exploiting XML documents. Then XML based Heterogeneous data integration algorithm is designed by converting the different data resources integration problem into a multiple XML tree merging problem. Next, inspired by the proposed heterogeneous data integration algorithm, digital campus resource integration scheme is developed in three main layers of data layer, middle layer and application layer. We then consider seven sub-systems in digital campus construction. To do performance evaluation, experiments are carried out to testify the effectiveness of the proposed design. The results demonstrate that exploiting the proposed algorithm various information systems can be effectively integrated into the digital campus resource sharing platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The construction of digital campus infrastructure is a kind of integrated project, which can combine the network system, the computer system, and the storage system together [1]. This paper aims to propose a design of digital campus resource integration system. As is well known that the construction of digital campus infrastructure needs to give a high performance data center switch network to transmit data of digital campus applications [2]. In particular, the data transmission process should be completed in time. Moreover, the construction of digital campus infrastructure also should give a high performance calculating module by separating virtual computers and real computers [3][4]. The implement of all the digital campus applications should be realized effectively and all programs can be realized to cluster, backup or move. In general, the construction of digital campus infrastructure should provide a high-band and large scale data storage, data backup and data disaster recovery system as well.

Considering the stage characteristics of IT technique development, there are a large number of heterogeneous database in the network, and this causes inconvenience in data exchange and integration. The existing method of information integration no longer satisfies humans’ requirements [5]. In recent years, more and more attentions have been paid on heterogeneous database integration, and isolated systems should be effectively connected together and information sharing level should be enhanced.

The technology of heterogeneous information integration aims to tackle the problem of convenient and flexible information accessing between heterogeneous database systems. In the process of developing heterogeneous information integration, some traditional integration technologies cannot meet our requirements [6]. Therefore, in this paper, we concentrate on the problem of how to fully utilize the heterogeneous data integration technology in digital campus resource integration.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section gives the related literature about heterogeneous data integration. Section 3 provides the problem of digital campus resource integration. In section 4, XML based Heterogeneous data integration algorithm is illustrated. Section 5 presents digital campus resource integration scheme. Afterwards, experiments are given in section 6, and the conclusions are illustrated in the section 7.

II. RELATED WORKS

In recent years, there are many studies about heterogeneous data integration, which has been widely applied to a variety of research areas [7]. Before proposing our design scheme, in this section, we introduce the related works about the applications of heterogeneous data integration technology.

Bale et al. developed a scheme to simulate the diffusion of energy innovations on a heterogeneous social network. Moreover, this paper describes the development of the model to incorporate heterogeneous parameters and, therefore, become more like a real social system [16].

Nguyen et al. presented an alternative conception for local data integration, which is named Biological Integration and Retrieval Data, which defines 4 important terms: 1) a hybrid flat file and relational database architecture, 2) a generic data model, 3) configuration rules, and 4) a simple,
declarative query language. Particular, in this paper, generic design allows the integration of diverse data formats in a searchable database with high-level functionalities according to the specific scientific context[8].

Liu et al. presented a detailed survey on the state-of-the-art siRNAs design, concentrating on some important problems, such as 1) inconsistencies among the proposed guidelines for siRNAs design and the incomplete list of siRNAs features, 2) improper integration of the heterogeneous cross-platform siRNAs data, 3) inadequate consideration of the binding specificity of the target mRNAs and 4) reduction in the 'off-target' influence in the above design [9].

Florido et al. presented a novel framework to be used in Artificial Neural Networks for the problem of forecasting functional relationships between proteins via the integration of evidences from heterogeneous database. This paper chooses smaller representative/non-random subsets from the original dataset for Artificial Neural Networks optimization process [10].

Emery et al. presented a case study conducted at the Port Mayaca aquifer through porosity logs at two wells and high-resolution crosswell seismic measurements of P-wave impedance. The main innovation of this paper is that the model parameters are inferred and checked against the data. Moreover, multiple realizations of porosity can then be constructed conditionally to the impedance information in the interwell region [11].

Leida et al. presented a novel definition of a declarative mapping language, which is able to map precisely and unambiguously the semantics of a domain conceptualization into queries to a set of data sources. The mapping model is design based on ontology, and the data can be shared with other information systems [12].

Vincini et al. concentrated on how to implement data integration systems manage syntactic and semantic heterogeneities, which is of great importance. In particular, the authors designed a Data Transformation System which supports data transformation functions and produces query translation to push down to the sources the execution [13].

Lin et al. proposed an effective and efficient computational approach to integrate heterogeneous data sources based on advanced technologies. The main innovations of this paper are that the authors developed a Bayesian classifier for human PPI predictions from model organisms [14].

Smith et al. presented an open-source data warehouse system to facilitate the building of databases with complex data integration requirements and a requirement for a fast customizable query facility. Experimental results of this paper show that large biological databases can be obtained from a specific heterogeneous database, and the extensible data model permits to combine new data types [15].

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The digital campus resource information integrated service business platform uses the idea of integrated business workflow, and then designs the query and update operation of heterogeneous data sources. According to Fig.1, in our proposed heterogeneous data source workflow integration framework, different users login this platform with different identities, and then submit business processing requirements to information systems. Afterwards, data integration engine is used to construct business processes, and service analysis. Next, a global business process is defined in accordance with the table query data set.

IV. XML BASED HETEROGENEOUS DATA INTEGRATION ALGORITHM

To integrate different data resource, we call the corresponding local Web service query utilizing XML documents, and then the results are transmitted to the buffer service engine. In the end, the service integration program is implemented by mapping rules and field mapping table in terms of the matching rule. The main idea of this paper is that, the temporary data mode is converted by exploiting a XML document.

Based on the idea heterogeneous data source workflow integration design, the realization process of heterogeneous database integration becomes very simple. As is shown in Fig.1, the integrated digital campus resource integration platform can be built up based on the existing data integration model. In the next section, we will show how to design the heterogeneous data integration algorithm.
(Definition 1) Supposing that $T = (V, E)$ refers to a directed data tree, in which $V$ and $E$ denote node set and edge set respectively. Moreover, $v \in V$ is allocated with a label, which is represented as $l(v)$.

In general, we define a sub-tree $T'$ is established by indicating node $v$ which refers to the root node of $T'$. In an XML data tree, we define a function $\pi$ to allocate the node type as follows:

1) $\Theta_1$: membership degree node
2) $\Theta_2$: possibility node
3) $\Theta_3$: deterministic XML node

Function $\gamma$ is designed to allocate membership degrees to nodes of the XML data tree, and root of the XML tree is defined as a possibility node.

(Definition 2) We define an XML data tree by a quadruple $\Omega = \{V, E, \pi, \gamma\}$, where $V, E$ denote node set and edge set. Function $\pi$ is used to map a node $v$ to the set $\{\Theta_1, \Theta_2, \Theta_3\}$. Furthermore, function $\gamma$ is designed to map a node to local membership degree.

Based on the above two definitions, XML based Heterogeneous data integration algorithm is given as follows.

Algorithm 1: XML based Heterogeneous data integration algorithm

Input: XML tree set $\{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\}$, query set $Q$

Output: New XML tree ($\hat{T}$) obtained from the heterogeneous data Integration process

1) Set $\hat{T} = \emptyset$
2) For each tree $T_i$ in $\{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\}$
3) Conduct query $q$ ($q \in Q$)
4) If $T_i$ is a new tree which has not been integrated
5) Integrate $T_i$ to the integrated tree $\hat{T}$ by the XML tree linking method
6) End If
7) Return $\hat{T}$
8) End For

V. DIGITAL CAMPUS RESOURCE INTEGRATION SCHEME

In this paper, we aim to develop a digital campus resource integration system which is utilized in comprehensive colleges and universities. Considering the restriction by the different historical periods and the planning and construction of the long-term idea, there are many various functional departments and several separate information systems, such as 1) Personnel management system, 2) Educational administration management system, 3) Scientific research management system, 4) Library management system, 5) Financial management system, 6) Logistics management system, and 7) Student management system. However, the existing information systems cannot operate with each other, and the work efficiency is very low. It is urgent to realize the data sharing and integration of the digital campus information integration platform based on the existing heterogeneous application systems. Overview of the digital campus resource integration system is shown in Fig.2.

Based on the above analysis, digital campus information integration platform should share with each other, and the goal is to achieve data sharing in business process integration. As is illustrated in Fig. 3, architecture of the digital campus information sharing platform is developed by integrating the business processes of each application system, and establishing the sharing and exchange model based on the business process of system integration. Particularly, as is shown in Fig.3, our proposed digital campus information sharing platform is composed of portal module, Portlet module, data processing module, and service driven engine.
The data processing module is composed of XML document template library, rule matching library, and business process integration component. Using portal components, according to user identity, the Portlet component is used to form the integrated platform in the implementation of business processes. Moreover, to extract or update data from a heterogeneous application system, data processing components are responsible to build up a data set using and XML documents. Next, the model of digital campus resource integration system is described in Fig. 4. In our proposed digital campus resource integration system, seven sub-systems are combined together, and seven databases are constructed. After extracting data from each database, XML documents are provided to implement the business activity synthesis using Business activity synthesis.

Fig. 4 shows that there three various layers in our proposed model. The middle layer is important to integrate the heterogeneous data. In particular, XML document is able to integrate heterogeneous data sources. All information of the digital campus system is stored in common source database by XML format, and we construct
a map between heterogeneous data and common source database.

Through constructing mapping relationship, the data model can be represented by XML Schema. In the application layer, we can implement the data integration process. Moreover, user’s operation to the middle layer can be diverted to the data layer, afterwards, information can be transmitted from the application layer to the data layer.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We investigate the effectiveness of our proposed heterogeneous data integration method by trying to integrate the data in the above seven sub-systems (shown in Fig. 4). Three tasks are designed in this experiment: 1) querying student information (T1), 2) querying library information (T2) and 3) querying financial information (T3). Next, we test the performance of our algorithm by two experiments.

In experiment 1, we test the query precision and recall with different tasks.

![Figure 5. Precision for different tasks.](image)

![Figure 6. Recall for different tasks.](image)

In experiment, we show the performance of our algorithm under different percentage of duplicates in the digital campus information system.

Combining the above experimental results, we can see that using our proposed algorithm the precision and recall of digital campus information query are significantly promoted. Hence, in can be concluded that our proposed algorithm can effectively the digital campus resource integration problem.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper aims to effectively integrate digital campus resource through heterogeneous data integration algorithm. In order to integrate different data resource, we call the corresponding local Web service query exploiting XML documents. Then, XML based Heterogeneous data integration algorithm is designed by converting the different data resource integration problem into a multiple XML tree merging problem. Furthermore, digital campus resource integration scheme is develop by three main layers: 1) data layer, 2) middle layer and 3) application layer. Particularly, seven sub-systems in digital campus construction are adopted our design.
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